

20:20 vision - spotting new talent
The task of spotting early
achievers in the new stallion
ranks is no easy one in 2018 as
the Thoroughbred Stallion
Guide lists no fewer than 90
new recruits!
Those commanding the big
fees include Ulysses and
Churchill who both stand at
around £30,000 but are behind
Highland Reel at an eye
watering e70,000. But all three
look unlikely to be producing
early types and breeders always

Coolmore’s Caravaggio is also
sure to be one of the leaders
but stands at a hefty e35.000.
Whilst Caravaggio commands a
big fee he looks certain to be
successful with early types, but
the grey El Kabeer, also a
winning son of Scat Daddy,
may represent better value at a
fraction of the price. It’s a long
while since The National Stud
stood any trailblazers but in
Spill The Beans and Tivoli they
may have two decent chances
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‘Hello - sorry I’m late!’
- Caravaggio
- Cotai Glory
- El Kabeir
…but it’ll be 2020 until we see
any results!
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hope that there are others
lurking in the bargain
basement that’ll produce
speedy two-year-olds. Likely
candidates in this category
include Cotai Glory, Galileo
Gold, Spill The Beans, Tivaci,
El Kabeer and Ardadd.

Seen in all the
right places!
Homebred Racing’s new foals
feature on the Racing Post’s
2018 website foal gallery,
rubbing shoulders with other
very blue-blooded youngsters
including some by the likes of
Galileo! Let’s hope that our
two new recruits gather a
little stardust from such
illustrious company. We’ll see
in a couple of years time…

Did you
know?
The world’s top price for a
yearling was a Galileo filly at
Tattersalls October yearling
sale fetching 4,000,000
guineas (£4,200,000).

although the latter’s progeny
are likely to show later in the
season. Trainer Charlie Hills
describes Cotai Glory as ‘by far
the fastest I’ve trained’ and he
stands alongside Galileo Gold
whose youngsters may also
need a little more time.
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Most popular racecourses

This graph illustrates how the UK’s
horse racing audience vote with their
feet. Overall attendances make horse
racing Britain’s favourite spectator
sport - second only to football.
Total numbers of racegoers averages
around 6 million per annum.

Did it merit
all the hype?
A question we posed earlier.
Maybe what the 2018
Cheltenham Festival revealed
is that big battalions have
now moved into jump racing
in the same way that a few
powerful owners and yards
also dominate the flat. There
were few big surprises and
many went to those with
deepest pockets. Wouldn’t it
be great to see another
Norton’s Coin?

Interesting to see that 7 out of
the top 10 most popular UK
race meetings are on the flat
rather than over jumps and that
Royal Ascot takes the top prize.
A surprise is that Doncaster’s
St Leger meeting features so
prominently. In terms of the
horse population it’s Kempton
Park that hosts more runners
each year than any other UK
track - largely due to their
volume of all-weather meetings.

Did you
know?
Racegoers fell by 50,000
last year to just under 6
million keeping racing as
the most popular spectator
sport after football.

The Siberian blast that
delivered deep snow, frozen
pipes and the need to carry
water and feed to all the
horses several times a day
also delayed arrival of
Homebred’s two lovely new
additions. Celestial Bay
produced a very large, very
good looking colt by Due
Diligence on the night of
Friday March 16th - five days
overdue. Delagoa Bay foaled
three days later at 4.20 am
on Monday March 19th
having a very precocious filly
foal which was up on her
feet at the first attempt,
suckled and was then
scooting around the box
within a matter of minutes!
It was not quite so easy for
Celestial Bay and after a long
delivery her colt took a while
before being able to get to
his feet - and because the
mare was in some pain after
the event - she refused to let
him suckle. So a worrying
time requiring us to stand her
foal up every 20 minutes and
also holding the mare to let
him get to the milk bar.
So it was only very slow
progress for the first 48 hours
until Sky bonded properly
with her newborn.

Homebred
Racing
welcomes
our two
new lovely
foals!
Delagoa Bay has always been
unpredictable (as we all know
from trekking to the
racecourse only for her to
decide not to enter the stalls!)
and we were more than a
little concerned that she might
not take to motherhood. How
wrong we were - she’s so
protective of her foal that it’s
positively dangerous to
approach! We’ve given our
two new foals stable names although the challenge will be
to find suitable racing names
for official registration in the
coming year. Celestial Bay’s
colt we’re calling ‘Rocky’
which seems apt as Sky’s
rocket and the fact that he
had a bit of a rocky start.

Beaten by
the weather!
All-weather racing gets a bit
of an unfair press when
meetings actually fail to beat
the weather! The reality is
that, in most cases, the tracks
are perfectly raceable but the
public areas can remain
dangerously slippery and
getting runners to the track
can also prove difficult.
So although the course itself
could almost always allow
racing to take place it’s
usually cancelled due to
other considerations about
travel and the safety of
racegoers. Other factors
that can prevent the tracks
being raceable include falling
snow that’s so heavy the
harrowing simply can’t keep
the surface clear.
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Finally, the John Gosden
trained Ardad’s pedigree is also
all speed as he also
demonstrated on the track - he
stands at a reasonable £6,500.
So three for the short list?

SPRING 2018
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Delagoa Bay’s filly we’ve
aptly names ‘Penny’ - after
Penelope Pitstop - and
because we couldn’t get
into the box with Poppy that
was the only way to
determine her gender when
she piddled!

Did you
know?
Owners’ prize-money
increases to a record £160
million in 2018 – an 11%
increase on last year.

Although the artificial
surfaces incorporate antifreeze agents, exceptionally
low temperatures can result
in the material ‘clumping’
which in turn creates
dangerous kick-back for
horses and jockeys.
Any inability for ambulances
to access and negotiate local
roads can also result in
abandonments as would any
power outages for floodlit
meetings.
But on more than a few
occasions we’ve braved
raging blizzards and bitter
temperatures to cheer
Homebred runners
home…only wishing the
meetings had been cancelled
when results weren’t quite
what we’d hoped!



Swiss Spirit cheers UK breeders
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Swiss Spirit could hardly have
hoped for a better start to his
stud career ending the year as
the first season stallion with
the highest percentage of
winners to runners – 39% - and
also being the most successful
UK-based newcomer. He’s an
exceptionally good-looking son
of leading sprint sire Invincible
Spirit and half-brother to top
performers Swiss Dream,
Swiss Diva and Swiss Franc.
A fantastic family. His first
runners in 2017 have borne out
the confidence of those who
bought his yearlings at prices
up to £120,000.
Swiss Spirit stands at the
hugely successful Whitsbury
Stud run by Ed Harper who
suggested that his stallion
would prove to be an ideal
match for Homebred’s mare
Delagoa Bay - who’s also
something of a looker!
But Ed’s rationale was that our
mare being memorably quirky
would also be ideally suited by
Swiss Spirit’s ‘bomb-proof’
attitude as well as adding
desirable speed to Delagoa
Bay’s proven staying powers.

Due
Diligence
sire worth
very close
attention
We were immediately
attracted to new stallion
Due Diligence for our mare
Celestial Bay due to their
shared ancestry featuring the
great Seattle Slew ,amongst
others, in his great pedigree.
Due Diligence isn’t just wellbred as a son of the allconquering War Front, but
showed he was no slouch on
the racetrack by being a
wide margin winner on
debut resulting in him being
snapped up by Aidan O’Brien
and the Coolmore team for
whom he ended up as
Champion Sprinter in 2014.
Aidan says “There’s no doubt
he’d have been a Group 1
winner at Royal Ascot but
for injury during the race
when he still finished 2nd to
Slade Power”.
War Front’s achievements as
a stallion of note were

Time To Perfection
back on track

Some important dates
May 5th QIPCO 2000 Guineas
May 6th QIPCO 1000 Guineas
June 1st The Investec Derby
June 2nd The Investec Oaks
June 19th Royal Ascot
July 31st Glorious Goodwood

Did you
know?
The Jockey Club owned
racecourses are offering
£53million in prize-money
in 2018.

Mastercraftsman, sire of
our Time To Perfection,
well camouflaged for a
walk in the snow at
Coolmore Stud!

Our Mastercraftsman filly has
been kept ticking over on the
walker during the depths of
winter but restarted cantering
in February and is described as
being ‘very fresh’! She showed
significant promise on her
introductory runs on the allweather – particularly when a
strong finishing fourth to the
Godolphin’s Derby entrant
Deyaana at Wolverhampton.
Our hope is that Time To
Perfection will have
strengthened up over the
winter and Sylvester is likely to

give her another run or two just
to assess progress before she
can be expected to put her best
foot forward. We are also
hopeful that a switch to turf
will make a difference as many
Mastercraftsman offspring tend
to prefer ground with a bit of
juice - quite unlike the allweather surfaces she’s raced on
to date. Her strong finish at
Wolverhampton also gives us
encouragement that a step up
to 12 furlongs will also bring
about further improvement - so
the 2018 turf season really does
gives us all a lot to look forward
to! The Flat season begins to
swing into action in April so
news of possible first entries will
not be far away - let’s hope for
some warmer weather too!

Racing Post predicts a bright
year for Mastercraftsman
In previewing horses to look
out for in 2018 the Racing
Post highlighted
Mastercraftsman’s stock:
“Mastercraftsman’s glut of
lightly raced winners from
autumn onwards achieved a
Racing Post Rating of 83 or
better.
My Lord And Master ran to a
mark of 89 when he landed a
Nottingham maiden and The
King, a half-brother to
proficient sprinter Lightning
Moon, coasted to victory over
a mile at Gowran Park.
With an RPR of 84, Stream

Song, is a half-sister to topclass middle-distance mare
Journey out of Prix Royal Oak
scorer Montare.
On 83, are Glencadam Master
and the Mark Johnstontrained Lucky Deal.
Extra Elusive was a
comfortable winner on debut
and boasts an RPR of 82,
while Still Standing won well
over a mile at Naas on his
third start several days later
and was awarded a rating just
one pound lower.
In France Emerald Master was
triumphant after beating

Racing facing
up to Brexit

far and wide to different
meetings in many different
countries within and beyond
the European Union.
Representations are being
made to government and to
the European Parliament to
ensure continuing free
movement of runners and
also to ensure no tariffs are
imposed upon export and
import of horses - less than
50% of UK racehorses are
bred in the UK. Ireland is
potentially facing the most
serious issue as breeding is
such a vital element of the
Irish economy and nearly all
horses have to travel though
the UK to reach continental
Europe.

The world’s top 10 stallions
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underlined by the exploits of
his and the O’Brien team’s
juveniles who swept the
board in 2017.
Due Diligence is the first son
of War Front to stand at stud
in the UK and we’re very
excited that he and our mare
Celestial Bay are ideally
matched!

Snapshot

The racing and breeding
lobby is coordinating
industry views on the
movement of horses which is
so critical to racing with
runners nowadays travelling
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Whilst breeders ponder which
of this season’s new stallions
will prove to be a star and so a
potential bargain, thoughts of
using one of the world’s top
10 are only within the reach of
those with very deep pockets.

none other than Rabdan Al Shaqab Racing’s Frankel
colt out of US Grade 1 winner
Shotgun Gulch.
There’s a vast quantity of
similarly exciting three-yearolds with untapped potential
that Mastercraftsman has to
go to war with in 2018.”
By 2015 Mastercraftsman’s
fee had risen to 40,000,
with 164 mares covered
including 33 who had struck
in black-type events - just like
Time To Perfection’s dam.
We look forward to the turf
season!

Galileo continues to head
the list ,and although his fee
is private, it’s widely
considered to be a lot more
than the runner up Deep
Impact who commands a fee
of £264,000 in Japan.
Next comes the UK’s
representative Dubawi who
costs breeders £250,000.
Tapit is then followed by
War Front and Medaglia D’Oro
who all stand at higher fees
than the much hyped Frankel
who’s listed at number 7.
See The Stars, Curlin and
Invincible Spirit complete the
list, the latter still achieving
no small fee of £107,000.

